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Motivation

What we have:

  Hard Disk Drives (HDD)
 + : high contiguous write throughput, low costs, large capacities

 -  : low random access performance

  Low-performance Solid State Disks (SSD1)
 + : high contiguous read throughput, high random access read/write performance

 -  : low contiguous write throughput, high costs, small capacities

  High-performance Solid State Disks (SSD2)
 + : high contiguous read/write throughput, high random access read/write

     performance

 -  : high costs (most expensive), small capacities



  

Combo Drive

Idea:
Utilize the advantages of both HDD and SSD to optimize the overall system 
performance, while keeping the $/GB low.

Combo Drive:
A Combo Drive is a storage media device that combines (concatenates) 
Flash memory as well as magnetic memory in a single storage device and is 
addressable through the standard storage interface protocols, e.g. ATA.

Combo Drive Properties:
 SSD at lower LBAs
 HDD at higher LBAs
 Combo Drive size = size of SSD + size of HDD 
 File access is optimized considering file usage characteristics in combination 

with properties of HDD and SSD
 File-system-level optimization strategies



  

Consequences

 Cost
Overall cost of the Combo Drive is dominated by the more capacious HDD

 Utilize property of file systems
Assigning the lower portion of the address space of the Combo Drive to the 
SSD is already considered by many file systems as faster than the higher 
portion

 Difference to Hybrid Drive
Somewhat symmetric to the difference between hardware-managed CPU 
cache management versus software-managed scratchpad memory

 Scratchpad memory: may result in better performance, lower power 
consumption, and allows to adjust the caching scheme at runtime

 Cache hits can be counterproductive if data that is not critical to user 
experience is involved (Matthews et al., Intel's Turbo Memory)



  

Combo Drive Implementation

Concatenation of two devices:

 Software
 Increases latency and host CPU utilization

 May not be portable 

 Requires a separate SATA port for each device

 Hardware:
 Integrating raw Flash memory into a standard HDD

 Using a bridge chip:
Silicon Image Sil5744 bridge chip (2 SATA ports)
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Silicon Image Sil5744 Bridge Chip
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Combo Drive System



  

File Mover

 User-space library implemented in C# for moving virtual clusters of 
files in an NTFS, FAT32, or FAT file system

 File Mover wrapper methods use Windows DeviceIoControl 
interface (kernel32.dll) to bring cluster moving operations on a higher 
abstraction level

 File Mover functionality:
 Move file to HDD or SSD

 Move file contiguously to HDD or SSD

 Move dedicated virtual clusters of a file to HDD or SSD

 Align file on Combo Drive

 Get file alignment on disk

 ...



  

Virtual to Logical Cluster Mapping



  

Optimization Strategies

 File Type Optimizer (SSD1)
Move executable files and program libraries to the SSD and move the 
remaining files to the HDD.

File type distribution on Windows XP



  

Optimization Strategies

 File Access Optimizer (SSD1)
Move files that are randomly accessed to the SSD, move files that are 
contiguously accessed to the HDD, and move files that are both randomly 
and contiguously accessed to the HDD.

 File Access Optimizer (SSD2)
Move the most frequently used files to the SSD and move all other files to 
the HDD.

File and sector access statistics are obtained periodically by the Process 
Monitor Tool of Technet Microsoft and are stored in a database

 Future strategies
Model-based optimizer, combination of the strategies, optimize power 
consumption



  

Combo Drive Performance

Device
HDD SSD

HGST 5K500 SSD1 32GB SSD2 32GB

 Average Latency (ms)
Read 18 0.1 0.1
Write 18 0.1 0.1

 Average Throughput (MB/s)
Read 53 64.2 109.5
Write 53 12.3 75.3

 Experimantal setup:
Shuttel PC, Intel Pentium4 2.8GHz 512MB RAM

 HDTunePro:
 Reads/writes contiguously from/to the beginning of the disk to its end 

and measures its throughput

 Reads/writes data of increasing seek distance to measure its latency



  

Combo Drive Performance

 HDTunePro benchmark
Low-performance SSD + HDD

read write

 Average Throughput (MB/s)
Read 54
Write 48



  

Combo Drive Performance

 HDTunePro benchmark
High-performance SSD + HDD

read write

 Average Throughput (MB/s)
Read 55
Write 50



  

Windows XP Startup Experiment
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MS Word 2003
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Conclusions & Future Work

Conclusions:
 Combo Drive is a research prototype of a novel heterogeneous storage 

device
 File Mover is an easy to use software layer
 Heuristic algorithms implemented in a file-system-level optimizer, which 

redistributes files between SSD and HDD based on file type or file access 
patterns

 Combo Drive provides the low latency of an SSD in combination with the 
high capacity, high throughput, and low cost of an HDD

Future Work:
 Windows Daemon
 Linux implementation
 More sophisticated optimization strategies and experiments
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